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We are now at the end of the first week of Belgian Days in Bulgaria 2014. The events we had till
now were really successful. The screening of the silent movies on Sunday 9th was very pleasant,
and all the audience, regardless the age, was enthusiast. The opening reception on Monday 10th
gathered numerous guests who could appreciate the excellent atmosphere and the opportunity to
create or maintain their professional contacts. On the jazz concert on Wednesday 12th the Belgian
sax player Stephane Mercier made us travel during all the evening through the history of his music
instrument and the evolution of his favorite music : the jazz. The concert was followed by the
opening of the exhibition of comics round Adolph Sax, the Belgian inventor of the saxophone. This
exhibition will stay at the premises of BNPParibas (Tsar Osvoboditel, 2) until November 24th.
Hilton stills organize its traditional Belgian buffet (till Sunday 16th and on reservation), and you can
find hereunder additional information about the events on the 17th and 19th, organized by two
Belgian companies. Finally, we will have on Friday 21st our gala dinner with the kind cooperation of
Talents Restaurant (contact : iliyana.atansova1@gmail.com).
Thank you once again to the all team working on those Belgian Days. For those who already
participated to some of those events : we hope that you enjoyed it and that we will see you again
during the next days. For the others : just join us….

Cordeel event on November 17th
The Belgian company Cordeel will show on Monday 17th
the know-how required for the building of Bulgaria Mall.
For this event, we can send you an invitation if you
request (sofia@diplobel.fed.be).

Lecture by Mrs. Françoise Chombar on November 19th

On November 19th, at 11:00, Mrs. Chombar, CEO of Melexis
will give a lecture at the Technical University of Sofia Career center TU Sofia - room 12126 in block 12.
The theme of this lecture will be : “The yin-yang of Melexis:
Innovation and Inclusivity”.
Entrance is free.

